ARCHITECTURE REVIEWS  S16

FRIDAY 4/29
MUD Studio, Steve Quick  3.00-5.00pm MM303

MONDAY 5/2
First Year Gutschow (Celento,Craig,Liadis,Perry,Ranttila,Suhrbier)
1.30-4.30pm, 6.30-9.30pm  MM203/303/320

guest reviewers; Georgios Rafailidis  University of Buffalo

Third Year Lee (Colvard,Danes,Davis) 9am-12.30pm, 1.30-5.00pm CFA214

guest reviewers; Harris Ford, Disgau, Seher Erdogan, Temple University
Michael Whartonby, Ryan Coyle, Desmone Architects
Rick Sabeh, Lab 8, Larry Fabbroni, Strada.

Mars ASO Christina Ciardullo 12-6pm CFA Great Hall,
Mars Interdisciplinary Elective 7pm-9pm Studio for Creative Inquiry.

guest reviewers; Brent Sherwood, Space Architect, NASA JPL
Thomas Wong, Partner, Ennead Architects
Diane Turnshesek, CMU Physics
Kelly Hutzeil, Wentworth Institute, Boston
Christine Graziano, Environmental Design and Planning, GTECH

TUESDAY 5/3
Second Year Ficca (King,Lucchino,Man Kim,McNutt )
9.30-1.00pm, 2.00-5.30pm MM203/303

guest reviewers; Mo Zell, University of Wisconsin Milwaukee
Mark McGlothlin, University of Florida

Cuba ASO Hal Hayes  9.00-1.00pm Rauh Theatre, Purnell.

Madrid Full Scale Architecture ASO Damiani, Bertet 12.00-6.00pm CFA214

guest reviewers
terrance Goode, Syracuse University, SOA
Liz Kammel, Syracuse University, SOA
Matthew Fineout, AET, Smart Architecture
Jeff Davis, Forty Eighty Architects

Transport Hub ASO, Jonathan Kline is 5-8pm in CFA200 N

guest reviewers; Ray Gastil - Director, Pittsburgh Department of City Planning
Susan Rademacher, Parks Curator, Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy
Adamo Garritano and Luisa Mendez ,SHoP Architects

Timber ASO Josh Bard 1.00-4.00.pm, DFab

guest reviewers; Adamo Garritano and Luisa Mendez ,SHoP Architects

WEDNESDAY 5/4
UDBS / Reality Computing ASO John Folan
Meeting of the Minds 12.00-2.30pm Weigland CUC, 3.30-6.00pm PROJECT RE_